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Abstract
Background: To assess the current practice of developing and presenting methods guidance and explore opportunities for
improvement.
Study Design and Setting: We systematically surveyed methods guidance published in high-impact general and methodology-focused
medical journals indexed in MEDLINE in 2020. We included articles that explicitly stated the objective to provide methods guidance for
health research. We extracted characteristics related to findability, methods used for development, presentation, and transparency.
Results: We included 105 methods guidance articles published in 12 different journals. Less than half had a structured abstract (42%) or
was indexed with medical subject headings (38%) or author keywords (17%) related to guidance. Methods for development, reported in
42%, differed between reporting guidelines (n 5 13, 100% reported methods) and other guidance articles (n 5 92, 34% reported methods).
Frequent methods for presentation were illustrative case studies (45%), research checklists (34%), and step-by-step guides (10%). Most
articles did not describe the authors’ expertise (22%). Conflicts of interest, reported in 34%, were often unclear.
Conclusion: Potential areas for improving methods guidance include better findability through more consistent labeling and indexing
and standards for development and reporting. Ó 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Keywords: Guidelines as topic [MeSH]; Methods [MeSH]; Meta-research; Methods guidance; Reporting quality; Transparency
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Studies suggesting that about 85% of research resources are wasted [1] and that most published clinical
research is false [2] or useless [3] have shaken the health
research community. A survey among 1,576 researchers
identified ‘‘more robust experimental design’’ and ‘‘better
statistics’’ as the leading suggestions for improving
research quality [4]. Empirical evidence supporting this
view comes from numerous methodological studies that
document an inappropriate methodology as a major
source of waste [5e10]. For instance, a review of 142 randomized clinical trials found that 96% suffered from one
or more serious methodological flaws, most of which
could have been corrected [5]. Another study provided a
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What is new?
Key findings
 Published methods guidance articles were infrequently indexed as guidance, a minority reported
methods of development or authors’ expertise
and conflicts of interest were typically not clearly
stated.
 Common formats of methods guidance articles
included illustrative case studies, research checklists, and step-by-step guides.
What this adds to what is known?
 In contrast to reporting guidance, guidance for the
planning, conduct, analysis, and interpretation of
health research is highly inconsistent regarding terminology, presentation, and methods for development.

regarding generalizability and under-representation of nonconflicted stakeholders [23].
Research investigating methods guidance published in
medical journals covering their terminology, transparency,
and methods is lacking. Such research would be important
to understand better the different types of methods guidance, the methods used for developing and presenting guidance, help identify areas in need of improvement or further
research, and provide an empirical basis for developing
quality and reporting criteria for methods guidance.
Motivated by the potential of methods guidance to
improve health research, we systematically characterized
recent guidance articles to assess the current practice of
developing and presenting them and explore opportunities
for improvement.

2. Methods
2.1. Study design and sources of information

What is the implication, what should change now?
 Research initiatives to create more consistent terminology and a freely accessible, more comprehensive
sounding inventory for methods guidance (e.g.,
www.lights.science) could improve findability.
 Consented recommendations for developing and
reporting of methods guidance are needed to increase quality, consistency, and uptake.

longitudinal perspective and found, despite a positive trend
over time, that methodological limitations remain an urgent
problem [10].
An important activity among research methodologists
and statisticians is developing guidance for the design,
conduct, analysis, interpretation, and reporting of health
studies (i.e., methods guidance). Common formats of
methods guidance include textbooks [11,12], documents issued by regulatory organizations [13e15], and journal articles. A recent survey showed that peer-reviewed journal
articles are the primary knowledge dissemination instruments used by methodologists anddaside from exchange
with colleaguesdthe second most important source for
learning about new research methods [16].
Literature addressing the content and quality of methods
guidance is scarce. Some articles have focused on the content
of reporting guidelines [17e21]. One study assessed the
characteristics of 30 methods guidance published between
2009 and 2018 that were labeled as ‘‘frameworks’’ and
included a methods section (i.e., a small fraction of methods
guidance) [22]. Another study assessed 18 guidance articles
for psychiatric drug trials from the European Medicines
Agency (EMA; published between 2005 and 2017) and the
United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA; published between 2015 and 2019) and found limitations

A team consisting of experts in health research methodology and metaresearch (J.H., M.B., L.G.H., D.O.L., and
St.S.), information science (H.E. and J.H.), and biostatistics
(D.O.L.) performed a systematic survey to characterize recent
methods guidance articles. We focused our survey on highimpact general medical and methodology-oriented journals
published in 2020. Such a survey focused on a specific time
frame and selected relevant sources of information that has
recently been labeled a mapping review [24,25]. The six
highest-impact general medical journals as per their 2020
Clarivate Analytics Impact Factor were The Lancet, The
New England Journal of Medicine, Journal of the American
Medical Association, The British Medical Journal, PLOS
Medicine, and Annals of Internal Medicine. Methodologyfocused journals that we identified as likely to have a high
impact and include methods guidance for health research
(selected based on our experience) were Statistics in Medicine, BMC Medical Research Methodology, Journal of Clinical Epidemiology, International Journal of Epidemiology,
European Journal of Epidemiology, American Journal of
Epidemiology, Epidemiology, and BMC Trials.
2.2. Eligibility criteria
A definition of methods guidance is not available. In this
exploratory survey, we avoided to prespecify a potentially
exclusive definition of methods guidance. Instead, we
included journal articles that (1) stated the objective to provide methods guidance (author-defined, considering any
potential alternative expression) or were part of a series,
section, or type of article that journal editors characterized
as methods guidance and (2) addressed methods for the
design, conduct, analysis, interpretation, or reporting of
health studies.
We excluded (1) articles that provided methodological
guidance in the discussion section only without specifying
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the development of guidance as an objective, (2) case
studies and lessons learned articles written by groups of researchers whose original aim was to conduct a study but not
develop methods guidance, (3) articles that explicitly stated
that further development of the guidance is needed, (4) articles that provided recommendations on the content rather
than the methods of research (such as research priorities,
core outcome sets, or health measurement scales), (5) proposals for new methods and proof-of-concept studies, (6)
letters to the editor, and (7) research protocols.
2.3. Search and selection process
We used a stepwise approach to create a diverse sample of
recent methods guidance. First, a single reviewer (St.S.)
searched the journals listed above for specific sections, series,
and publication types that intended to provide methods guidance (provided in Fig. S1). We then included all eligible articles published in those sections, series, or types in the year
2020 (including Epub ahead of print). In a second step, we reviewed labels of sections, article series, article types, titles,
abstracts, author keywords, and Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH terms) of the included articles and recorded any alternative terms for guidance. In addition, we searched the InterTASC Information Specialists’ Sub-Group (ISSG) repository
[24] to identify search filters for methods guidance (we found
none) and clinical practice guidelines from which we extracted alternative terms for guidance. An information
specialist trained in research methodology (H.E.) used the
identified terms to develop a formal search strategy that we
applied to MEDLINE (Supplement File 1). The search did
not include a filter for ‘‘methods’’; such filters are highly inefficient considering that most scientific publications include
methodological terms in their abstracts. Instead, we limited
the search to the abovementioned eight methodologyfocussed journals. A single reviewer (J.H., D.O.L., or St.S.)
assessed abstracts or, if unclear, the full text for eligibility
and recorded a quote to support eligibility (provided in
Supplement File 2). If unclear, the reviewer discussed and
made a decision together with a second reviewer.
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general document structure (abstract available or missing,
abstract structured or not, and formal methods section in full
text); transparency (reporting of expertise of authors, conflicts of interests, the description of how they might have
influenced the content of the guideline, and funding sources);
methodological topic addressed in guidance (study design
and/or other methodological topic); medical context (such
as oncology or public health); project phase (such as planning, analysis, and/or reporting); target audience addressed
in guidance; methods used for guideline development (such
as literature review, consensus study, and/or user-testing);
whether authors referenced any standards for developing
the methods guidance; and methods used for presentation
(such as checklist or illustrative examples).
We created a codebook in which we collected and grouped
alternative terms for variables that showed great variation in
terminology (i.e., methodological topic, medical context,
project phase, target audience, methods for development
and presentation). We screened each guidance article for
alternative terms and continuously updated the codebook.
We identified overarching themes that provided the basis
for categorizing and summarizing the characteristics of the
included guidance articles. For variables that required the
interpretation of a specific text segment (i.e., objectives, conflicts of interest, funding, expertise of authors) we extracted
verbatim quotes before we devised categories.
We characterized and described the guidance articles using absolute and relative frequencies for all categorical variables. Post hoc, we stratified our presenting of variables
related to development and presentation by reporting guidelines versus other subtypes of methods guidance to illustrate
possible effects of the existing guidance for reporting guidelines [19].
2.5. Patient and public involvement
We did not involve patients or members of the public in
formulating the research objectives, designing the survey,
interpreting the results, or writing the manuscript.

2.4. Data extraction and synthesis

3. Results

One reviewer (St.S., J.H., or D.O.L.) extracted information from the eligible methods guidance and recorded them
in a spreadsheet. A second reviewer (St.S., J.H., or D.O.L.)
double checked the extracted information and discussed discrepancies with the first reviewer until they achieved
consensus. Because formal expectations for characteristics
and the quality of methods guidance are not available, we
selected data items through discussion within our team,
focusing on potential issues that we had repeatedly observed
in our own research practice. We extracted the following information: bibliographic data (journal name, number of authors, and number of pages); terminology to express
guidance (in title, abstract, keywords, and MeSH terms);

3.1. Search results
Of the 14 journals that we screened, five provided a specific section for methods guidance. Overall, we included
105 guidance articles published in 12 journals (Fig. S1).
Most articles were published in the Journal of Clinical
Epidemiology (28%), the British Medical Journal (13%),
and BMC Research Methodology (13%) (Table 1; full dataset in Supplement File 2).
3.2. General characteristics
The guidance articles focused either on a specific study
design (19%, e.g., systematic review), a methodological
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topic other than study design (31%, e.g., causal modeling),
or a combination of both (50%, e.g., effect modification in
individual participant data meta-analyses). Most articles
(90%) were not specific to a medical area. Some referred
to a specific research network (26%), most frequently the
Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency Of health
Research (EQUATOR) network for reporting guidelines

(12%), the Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development, and Evaluation GRADE working group
(9%), and STRengthening Analytical Thinking for Observational Studies (STRATOS) initiative (3%) (Table 1 and
Table S1). Guidance articles frequently addressed analysis
(40%), design (34%), or reporting (20%) (more than one
study phase possible). Target audiences, if mentioned

Table 1. General characteristics of the methods guidance articles (n 5 105)
Journal

Frequency n (%)

Journal of Clinical Epidemiology

29 (28%)

The British Medical Journal

14 (13%)

BMC Medical Research Methodology

14 (13%)

Statistics in Medicine

12 (11%)

Journal of the American Medical Association

12 (11%)

International Journal of Epidemiology

9 (9%)

BMC Trials

3 (3%)

PLOS Medicine

3 (3%)

Annals of Internal Medicine

3 (3%)

European Journal of Epidemiology

3 (3%)

American Journal of Epidemiology

2 (2%)

Epidemiology
Single or multiple articles

1 (1%)

Single article
Two parts published as separate articles
Number of pages
1

101 (96%)
2 (2%, analyzed as four articles)
0 (0)

2e4
5e9

12 (11%)
35 (33%)

10e14
15e19

37 (35%)
12 (11%)

20 or more
Median (interquartile range)
Number of authors
1

9 (9%)
10 (7, 13)
4 (4%)

2e4
5e9

33 (31%)
36 (34%)

10e14
15e19

17 (16%)
6 (6%)

20 or more

9 (9%)

Median (interquartile range)

6 (3, 11)

Methods guidance network
No network mentioned
EQUATOR/reporting guidelines
GRADE working group
STRATOS initiative
Cochrane
Trial forge
Abstract

78 (74%)
13 (12%)
10 (9%)
3 (3%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)

None
Structured

16 (15%)
44 (42%)

Unstructured

45 (43%)
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(73%), were mostly primary researchers (35%), systematic
review authors (22%), or statisticians (11%) (more than one
audience possible) (Table S2).
3.3. Terminology
The most frequent labels used to express guidance were
guide/guidance/guideline(s) (77%), followed by recommend/recommendation(s) (19%) and tutorial (19%). Overall,
we identified 36 alternative expressions for guidance.
Two-thirds of articles expressed guidance (any alternative
expression) in the title (66%) but few (17%) provided author
keywords expressing guidance. Most articles had MeSH
terms (91%) but only 38% included a MeSH term expressing
guidance (any alternative expression) (Table S3).
3.4. Transparency
Few guidance articles (22%) described the expertise of authors. Most contained a conflicts of interest section (88%),
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including 53% that stated the absence of conflicts of interest
and 34% provided information. This information included that
authors were involved in related work (14%), previous funding
received from the pharmaceutical industry (10%), or sources
of public funding (10%) (Table 2). None of the articles explained how the stated information might have influenced
the content of the guidance (Table 2, verbatim quotes provided
in Supplement File 2). Of the guidance articles that contained a
funding section (79%), 36% reported funding received specifically for the guidance development. None of the guidance articles reported industry funding (Table 2, verbatim quotes
provided in Supplement File 2).
3.5. Methods
Less than half (42%) of the guidance articles reported
methods for development. The spectrum of methods used
was broad. Approaches included the involvement of
different types of stakeholders (28%), different types of
systematic reviews of the methodological literature

Table 2. Reporting of the guidance authors’ expertise, conflicts of interest, and funding (n 5 105)
Description of the authors’ expertise

Frequency n (%)

Yes

23 (22%)

No
Conflict of interest statement

82 (78%)

No conflict of interest statement
Conflict mentioneda

13 (12%)
36 (34%)

Author(s) involved in related work
Personal funding or consultancy fees from pharmaceutical industry

15 (14%)
11 (10%)

Public funding
Member of not-for profit organization

11 (10%)
6 (6%)

Editor of journal in which the guidance was published
Employed by pharmaceutical industry
Explicitly no conflicts of interest
If conflicts mentioned, any explanation provided how it might have influenced the content of the guidance
Yes

6 (6%)
3 (3%)
56 (53%)
0 (0)

No

36 (100%)

Type of funding
No funding section

22 (21%)
a

Funding mentioned
Public
Not-for-profit
Industry

Explicitly no funding
If funding mentioned, was the funding for the purpose of guidance development?
Explicitly for the guidance development
Purpose not mentioned
Explicitly not for the guidance development
If funding mentioned, role of funder specified

65 (62%)
62 (59%)
23 (22%)
0 (0%)
18 (17%)
38 (36%)
22 (21%)
5 (5%)

Explicitly no role

25 (24%)

Not specified

40 (38%)

a

More than one per article possible.
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Table 3. Methods used for development of methods guidance (n 5 105)
Frequency n (%)
Any methods for developing guidance reported?

All articles
(n [ 105)

Reporting
guidelines (n [ 13)

Other methods
guidance (n [ 92)

Yes

44 (42%)

13 (100%)

31 (34%)

No
Standards for developing methods guidance referenced?

61 (58%)

Yesa (all referring to Moher 2010 [19])
No
Reported methods for developing guidancea
Stakeholder involvement
External methodology experts involved in development process
Involved in consensus study

0 (0%)

61 (66%)

9 (9%)

8 (62%)

1 (1%)

96 (91%)

5 (38%)

91 (99%)

30 (28%)

13 (100%)

17 (18%)

23 (22%)
14 (13%)

9 (62%)
9 (62%)

14 (15%)
5 (5%)

Provided feedback at conference workshop
Provided feedback through online survey

4 (4%)
3 (3%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

4 (4%)
3 (3%)

Tested the guidance
Were interviewed

3 (3%)
2 (2%)

2 (15%)
0 (0%)

1 (1%)
2 (2%)

Participated in workshop to develop guidance
Provided feedback; no method reported

2 (2%)
2 (2%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2 (2%)
2 (2%)

Invited to project group
Health research practitioners involved in development process

1 (1%)
19 (18%)

1 (8%)
9 (62%)

0 (0%)
10 (11%)

Involved in consensus study
Were interviewed

9 (8%)
4 (4%)

9 (62%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
4 (4%)

Tested the guidance
Provided feedback at conference workshop

4 (4%)
4 (4%)

1 (8%)
0 (0%)

3 (1%)
4 (4%)

Participated in online survey
Provided feedback through web application

2 (2%)
1 (1%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2 (2%)
1 (1%)

Provided feedback; no method reported
Invited to project group

1 (1%)
1 (1%)

0 (0%)
1 (8%)

1 (1%)
0 (0%)

1 (1%)
11 (10%)

0 (0%)
4 (31%)

1 (1%)
6 (7%)

Participated in consensus study
Tested draft guidance

6 (6%)
2 (2%)

5 (31%)
0 (0%)

1 (1%)
2 (2%)

Participated in interviews
Participated in focus groups

2 (2%)
1 (1%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2 (2%)
1 (1%)

Were observed while performing research
Other stakeholdersb involved in development process

Participated in online survey
Systematic review of the methodological literature
Review of methods guidance
Review of alternative methods and concepts

1 (1%)
21 (20%)

0 (0%)
4 (31%)

1 (1%)
17 (18%)

16 (15%)
4 (4%)

4 (31%)
0 (0%)

12 (13%)
4 (4%)

Review of qualitative studies investigating practical barriers
Review of definitions

2 (2%)
2 (2%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2 (2%)
2 (2%)

Review of meta-research
Review of lessons learned that health researchers report

1 (1%)
1 (1%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

1 (1%)
1 (1%)

1 (1%)
21 (20%)

0 (0%)
11 (85%)

1 (1%)
10 (11%)

18 (17%)
13 (12%)

11 (85%)
9 (69%)

7 (8%)
4 (4%)

3 (3%)
15 (14%)

0 (0%)
4 (31%)

3 (3%)
5 (5%)

14 (13%)

4 (31%)

10 (11%)

Review of sources of bias
Consensus process
Delphi study
Consensus meeting
Informal consensus process
Review of primary studies
Systematic metaresearch assessing current research practice

(Continued )
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Table 3. Continued
Frequency n (%)
Any methods for developing guidance reported?

All articles
(n [ 105)

Reporting
guidelines (n [ 13)

Other methods
guidance (n [ 92)

Case series to study current research practice

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

Single case study

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

6 (6%)

1 (62%)

5 (5%)

Other methodsc
a

More than one category per article possible.
Other stakeholders were: patients and public contributors (n 5 5); funders and commissioners (n 5 5); journal editors (n 5 5); industry
representatives (n 5 2); policy makers (n 5 4); experts in law and ethics (n 5 3); regulators (n 5 4); insurance representatives (n 5 1); health
economists (n 5 1); health care providers (n 5 1).
c
Other methods were: simulation study (n 5 1); practical testing by developers (4%); public commenting on draft version (n 5 1).
b

(20%), consensus processes (20%), and reviews of primary
studies (14%). Only 9% of the guidance articles included a
reference to support the choice of methods and all referred
to the same article by Moher et al. (‘‘Guidance for Developers of Health Research Reporting Guidelines’’) [19]. The
reporting and types of methods differed markedly between
reporting guidelines (n 5 13) and other guidance (n 5 92).
All reporting guidelines reported methods and involved
external stakeholders, typically using a formal consensus
process (85%). In contrast, other types of guidance infrequently reported methods (34%), involved external stakeholders (18%), or performed a consensus study (11%)
(Table 3). Regarding methods for presenting the guidance,
most frequent were illustrative case studies (45%), research
checklists (36%), and structured overviews of the literature
(12%) (Table 4).

4. Discussion
We systematically surveyed a sample of methods guidance articles published in 2020. Our study highlights a
number of issues that are likely to impede the uptake and
possibly also the trustworthiness of existing methods
guidance.
4.1. Methods guidance articles are difficult to find
Literature searches are likely to miss a substantial proportion of methods guidance because of the inconsistent and unspecific terminology. Some guidance articles can be identified
by searching specific journal sections such as ‘‘Research
Methods and Reporting’’ in The British Medical Journal or
‘‘Tutorial in Biostatistics’’ in Statistics in Medicine. However
such journal sections are not part of MEDLINE records and
therefore not searchable through database queries. Author
keywords are searchable but not all journals provide keywords
and authors that rarely use them to express methods guidance.
At present, a MeSH term for methods guidance is not available. Some guidance articles were indexed with related MeSH
terms such as ‘‘checklist’’ or the subheading ‘‘standards’’.
Those MeSH terms are, however, unspecific and primarily
used for nonmethodological topics. The lack of structured

abstracts further complicates the search process because structured abstracts are usually clearer, more comprehensive, and
easier to search. Using clear titles, keywords, structured abstracts, and introducing a MeSH term specifically for methods
guidance could therefore improve the findability of methods
guidance. Another, more immediate solution to the findability
issue provides a new searchable database for methods guidance (Library of Guidance for Health Scientists, LIGHTS,
www.lights.science) that we are developing.
4.2. The development process is often unclear
In contrast to clinical practice guidelines for which sophisticated methods have been developed [25], most
methods guidance articles do not report (and probably
are not based on) any specific methodology for development. The lack of methods can affect the credibility of
the guidance (e.g., when not based on a systematic review
or expert consensus) and its usefulness (e.g., when the
guidance ignores common mistakes identified through
metaresearch or is not tested for clarity and feasibility).
In some cases, article type (e.g., commentary or review)
may preclude a formal methods section. Another possible
explanation for the lack of methods could be that some
methodologists and journal editors may not perceive the
development of methods guidance as a formal research activity that requires a specific methodology. This is at odds
with the explicit standards available for reporting guidelines (i.e., key steps include needs assessment, literature review, consensus study, and testing) [19] or methods
guidance from regulatory organizations such as the FDA
and EMA (i.e., the key method is publishing a draft for a
minimum time period so that stakeholders can provide
detailed comments) [23].
Our review shows that different methods for developing
methods guidance are available and feasible. Those
methods include systematic reviews of the methodological
literature, metaresearch to identify common mistakes,
simulation studies to quantify biases, consensus studies to
maximize relevance and credibility, and user-testing to
optimize the user-friendliness of methods guidance. Our
findings concur with McMeekin et al. who analyzed a sample of methodology frameworks and found that the
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Table 4. Methods used for presentation of guidance articles
Frequency n (%)
Reported methods for presenting guidancea

All articles
(n [ 105)

Illustrative examples

53 (50%)

3 (23%)

50 (54%)

47 (45%)
10 (10%)

3 (23%)
0 (0%)

44 (48%)
10 (11%)

Real case study
Illustrative simulation study

Reporting guidelines
(n [ 13)

Other methods guidance
(n [ 92)

Hypothetical case study

7 (7%)

0 (0%)

7 (8%)

Toy dataset

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

50 (48%)
36 (34%)

12 (92%)
12 (92%)

38 (41%)
24 (27%)

Programming code
Decision tree

5 (5%)
4 (4%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

5 (5%)
4 (4%)

Criteria for deciding if a method should be applied or not
Software

3 (3%)
3 (3%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

3 (3%)
3 (3%)

Quality assessment tool
Template for wording

2 (2%)
2 (2%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2 (2%)
2 (2%)

Conversation guide
Structured overview of the literature

1 (1%)
13 (12%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

1 (1%)
13 (15%)

Overview of alternative methods
Overview of methods guidance

9 (9%)
2 (2%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

9 (10%)
2 (2%)

1 (1%)
42 (40%)

0 (0%)
11 (85%)

1 (1%)
31 (34%)

Checklist explained item-by-item
Step-by-step guide

28 (27%)
10 (10%)

11 (85%)
0 (0%)

17 (18%)
10 (11%)

Common mistakes and solutions
Frequently asked questions

3 (3%)
1 (1%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

3 (3%)
1 (1%)

Instruments and other practical aids
Checklist

Overview of software
Specific method for structuring guidance text

Dos and don’ts
Clarification of terminology

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

7 (7%)

1 (8%)

6 (7%)

Teaching material

2 (2%)

0 (0%)

2 (2%)

None of the above (only conceptual clarification through text and figures)

2 (2%)

0 (0%)

2 (2%)

a

More than one category per article possible.

development steps, if reported, tend to be similar on a superficial level (e.g., review of the literature, structured
development, testing) [22]. However, on closer inspection,
methods for development vary substantially among
methods guidance. It is currently unclear how guideline developers should choose among the different types of methodological reviews, metaresearch, simulation studies,
consensus studies, and approaches for involving experts,
users, and other stakeholders. Different subtypes of
methods guidance may require different methods. For
instance, a Delphi study may perform well for developing
a reporting checklist but is likely less useful for developing
a statistical tutorial; meta-research can be highly valuable
for identifying common mistakes but is only feasible if a
method has already been used in a sufficiently large number
of studies. Future research may develop a conceptual
framework for methods guidance that includes clarification
regarding different subtypes of methods guidance, discuss
suitable methods for the subtypes, and elaborates on their
strengths and weaknesses.

Similar thoughts apply to methods for presenting methods
guidance. We identified established standards only for reporting guidelines that typically use a checklist format with
point-by-point explanation and elaboration [19]. Our review
shows that a spectrum of presentation styles is available
including checklists, step-by-step guides with or without
worked examples, and decision algorithms. Further research
is required to better understand the strength and limitations
of different presentation styles with respect to their clarity
and usefulness from a user-perspective. Research in the
context of clinical practice guidelines could provide a model
for systematically researching and user-testing the presentation of methodological recommendations [26,27].
4.3. Transparency could be improved
The fact that most guidance articles lack a specific methodology to support their credibility makes the expertise of guidance developers an important (and for some articles the only)
credibility factor. Most guidance articles, however, do not
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include a description of the authors’ expertise. Another potential transparency issue concerns conflicts of interest. In our
sample, most articles included a section for conflicts of interest and typically stated no conflicts. If stated, we found it difficult to understand the relationship between the stated conflicts
and the guidance. For instance, we did not understand why
guidance authors list previous funding under conflicts of interest or why being a journal editor may constitute a competing
interest. The extent to which guidance authors should disclose
intellectual conflicts of interest is another open question
considering thatdunavoidablydmethodologists ‘‘are influenced by personal preferences, past experiences, and own
technical competence’’ [28]. Future research may clarify potential conflicts of interest in the context of methods guidance
and develop corresponding reporting standards. Our concerns
complement the findings of Boesen et al. who found that
methods guidance from the United States FDA and EMA do
not disclose the members of development committees nor
their conflicts of interest [23].
4.4. Limitations
Our study has important limitations. First, we made arbitrary choices regarding the definition of our sample. Some
may disagree to consider reporting guidelines a subtype of
methods guidance. However, we aimed to reflect the practical reality where reporting guidelines can have a substantial
influence on methodological decisions. This is especially
true considering that reporting guidelines are frequently
cited, relatively easy to access, and are among the most
formal guidance articles available. In addition, many reporting guidelines focus on specific study designs and include
important methodological steps to consider [29e33]. Second, we limited our review to articles published in selected
journals and acknowledge that there are more relevant journals that we could have included. Third, we did not include
other sources of information than journal articles that may
contain highly relevant methods guidance such as textbooks
or guidance from regulatory organizations. Fourth, our sample represents a selection of guidance articles that clearly expressed a guidance intent in titles or abstracts which required
judgment. Although we are confident that suggestions for
improvement inferred from our sample apply to any type
of methods guidance, confirmation would be reassuring.
Finally, considering that only 44 articles reported methods,
we may have missed infrequent methods.

5. Conclusion
In summary, methods guidance published in biomedical
journals represent a highly heterogeneous body of literature.
Inconsistent terminology and inappropriate indexing in
MEDLINE make it difficult to find methods guidance. A
new database may provide an effective solution. Reporting
guidelines stood out as a subtype of guidance that showed a
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noticeable degree of standardization (e.g., based on a Delphi
study and providing a checklist). Other subtypes of methods
guidance seldom reported any methods. Our findings call for
more research on typology, terminology, development process, and reporting of methods guidance to maximize its
impact on the quality of health research.
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